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ABSTRACT 
 
 Crystallization and melting behaviors of isotactic polypropylene (IPP) with low 
ethylene content during an isothermal process and on heating just after it are 
investigated by means of in-situ x-ray diffraction. At every isothermal temperature 
investigated here, the formations of both α and γ phases are confirmed. The ratio of 
γ to α increases with an increase in isothermal temperature. On heating just after the 
isothermal process, the γ starts melting at lower temperature than the α. This may 
be due to the small crystallite size of the γ crystallization during the isothermal 
process. On cooling after the completion of the isothermal crystallization, the secondary 
crystallization accelerates, and the γ  phase crystallizes predominantly. The 
fractionation is considered to occur in the primary crystallization during the isothermal 
process. The low molecular weight portion of the materials, which remained in 
amorphous regions of the spherulite during the isothermal process, crystallizes into the 
γ phase in the secondary crystallization. Furthermore, the fractionation behavior 
seems to be enhanced at higher temperature. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 

Isotactic polypropylene (IPP) is one of the most fundamental polymers, as well 

as polyethylene, and has been widely investigated from academic and industrial 

interests since Natta et al. first succeeded to synthesize it in 1955 (1). Although the 
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chemical structure of IPP is simple, it shows complex crystal structures, in all of which 

the molecule takes a 31 helix conformation. In IPP, the 31 helix molecule can takes one 

of the four possible states which are different in helix-hand (right or left) and in 

orientation of the methyl side group bond relative to the helix axis (up or down). Thus, 

the existence of the four states of the molecular structure results in various rules of the 

molecular packing in the crystalline phases and causes the complex polymorphous 

behavior. IPP shows three different crystalline phases, α (2), β (3) and γ (4, 5) 

phases, the appearance of which depends on crystallization condition and on material 

grade.  

 

To control the crystallization behavior and the polymorph of polymer materials 

is of great importance for applications, since they strongly affect the properties of the 

materials. For example, the morphology of the polymer material changes depending on 

which polymorph crystallizes predominantly, and directly influences the optical 

transparency and mechanical properties. 

 

The α phase of IPP is the most prevalent crystalline phase. It forms upon 

cooling of the melt and from solution. Two α phases, α1 and α2, have been found 

(6-9). The meta-stable α1 phase generates on quenching from the melt, while, the 

stable α2 crystallizes during an isothermal process at high temperature. The α2 can 

be also obtained by annealing of the α1 phase at high temperature. In our previous 

work (10), it was confirmed that the reordering from α1 to α2 at high temperature 

proceeds by the melting of the α1 crystals and successive recrystallization of the α2. 

 

 The γ phase was first reported during the 1960s. A large amount of it is 

obtained by crystallization under high pressure (11, 12), by using low molecular weight 

materials (13, 14) and by co-polymerization with low content ethylene (13, 15-18). The 
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crystal structure of the γ phase had long remained a puzzle. The breakthrough in 

understanding of the γ structure dated from a work by Brückner and Meille (19). 

According to it, the γ phase shows a unique structure, which is different from 

common polymer crystals where the molecules are parallel to each other. The γ phase 

is made up of a succession of bilayers composed of parallel chains, and the chain axes 

in the adjacent bilayers tilt at an angle of 80º . 

 

 It was found that the presence of ethylene comonomer enhanced the formation 

of the γ phase (4). When IPP copolymer with low ethylene content is used, with 

increasing in ethylene content and in crystallization temperature, the γ crystals in the 

sample increase (18). When IPP crystallizes under high pressure, pure γ phase 

material can be obtained. Mezghani and Philips determined the equilibrium melting 

point data and made a temperature-pressure phase diagram for the α and γ phases 

(20). They suggested that the equilibrium melting point of the γ phase may be slightly 

higher than that of the α phase at atmospheric pressure, and that the α phase is the 

most stable phase at low temperature; the α to γ transition exists below the melting 

point. Furthermore, in the case of IPP copolymer with low ethylene content, the 

temperature range, where the γ phase is more stable, is extended to a low temperature 

region (18). 

 

 Lotz et al. found that either the α or γ crystal can easily grow epitaxially 

onto lamellae of the other phase (21-23). On the contact surface, which corresponds to 

the ac-plane for the α crystal, if the opposite hand helix attaches, the α crystal 

remains. On the other hand, if the same hand helix attaches, branched lamellae of the 

α crystal or the pure γ crystal grows; the γ crystal can grow without the primary 

nucleation. 
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 In crystallization of polymer materials, a secondary crystallization is often 

observed (24-25). The first step of the crystallization process, the growth of the 

spherulites until impinging on each other seems to be called primary crystallization. On 

the other hand, secondary crystallization process can be observed when the material is 

completely composed of spherulites, and an increase in crystallinity can only occur 

within the spherulites. Recently, Kolb et al. concluded from their in-situ microbeam 

x-ray experiment on IPP that the secondary crystallization occurrs during the growth of 

the spherulites and is strongest behind the growth front of the spherulites, that is, the 

conventional experiment may observe both the primary and the secondary 

crystallization processes at the same time. 

 

 In this work, the isothermal crystallization process of IPP copolymer with low 

ethylene content is investigated by means of time-resolved x-ray diffraction. The 

relative amount of the γ phase is compared at various isothermal temperatures. The 

secondary crystallization, after the completion of the isothermal crystallization, is also 

observed. Furthermore, self-seeding crystallization is performed after the partial melting 

of the sample in order to investigate crystallization at high temperature. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL 

 

 The IPP copolymer used here was kindly supplied by Grand Polymer, Ltd. The 

weight-averaged molecular weight (Mw) and the molecular weight distribution (Mw/Mn: 

Mn is number-averaged molecular weight) determined by GPC were 267,000 and 4.1, 

respectively. The ethylene content was 3.3 wt%. The sample for x-ray diffraction was 

first melted at 200ºC, and then quenched to room temperature. 

 

 X-ray diffraction (XRD) was carried out by using a diffractometer with a 
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imaging plate system (Mac Science; DIP220). Graphite-monochromatized CuKα 

x-rays (40kV, 250mA) were transmitted through the sample, the temperature of which 

was controlled within ±0.1ºC by a PID controller. Some XRD measurements were 

also performed by using a convenient diffractometer (Rigaku; RAD-IIA).  

 

 The typical temperature control sequence in a series of XRD is shown in Fig.1. 

The sample was first heated to and held at 200ºC for 10 min in order to melt the 

material completely (a in Fig. 1). After cooling to an isothermal crystallization 

temperature (Tc) at the rate of 10ºC/min (b in Fig. 1), the time-resolved XRD patterns 

were collected during the isothermal crystallization (c in Fig. 1). After the completion of 

the isothermal crystallization, the sample was heated again; the melting behavior of the 

material crystallized during the isothermal crystallization was investigated (d in Fig. 1). 

Another pattern was that after the completion of the isothermal crystallization, the 

sample was cooled to room temperature at the rate of 10ºC/min; the result of the 

secondary crystallization was observed (e in Fig. 1).  

 

 After quenching of the melted material (f and g in Fig. 1), the sample was 

heated again to a temperature below the melting temperature (h and i in Fig. 1), where 

all of the regions of the crystal had not been melted (partial melting state). When the 

sample was cooled to room temperature again (j in Fi.g 1), the self-seeding 

crystallization might occur because the remaining crystallites served as nuclei in the 

material. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 Figure 2 shows the time-resolved XRD patterns during the isothermal 

crystallization at Tc=117ºC. The reflections around 2θ=18.3º and 19.8º correspond to  
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130 of the α phase and 117 of the γ phase, respectively. Other peaks between 2θ

=14-22º are superimposed ones of the reflections of the two phases. Since only the α

130 and the γ117 are discrete reflections, the ratio of the intensities of the two peaks is 

taken as the ratio of the two phases. Of course, the correct ratio should be estimated by 

using the structure factors, however, that of the γ phase has not been described. At the 

isothermal crystallization temperature of Tc=117ºC, both phases formed from the early 

stage of the crystallization. This result is consistent with the result in previous work (27). 

The peak intensities of the α130 and γ117 reach to almost constant values at 100 

min; i. e. the primary isothermal crystallization completes in 100 min.  

 

 Figure 3 shows the XRD patterns on heating just after the completion of the 

isothermal crystallization at 117ºC. The γ117 peak obviously begins to decrease 

earlier than the α130 peak; the crystallites of the γ  phase melts at a lower 

temperature. This tendency was confirmed for all isothermal crystallization 

temperatures investigated in this experiment. The lamellar thickness of the γ phase 

which generates during the isothermal process is considered to be thinner than that of 

the α phase. The melting behavior of the IPP material containing the α and γ 

crystals was investigated by XRD also in the previous work (27). Although the material 

used in the previous work was isothermally crystallized, the sample was first cooled to 

room temperature and then heated again. The annealing effect could not be negligible. 

In this work, on the other hand, the sample was heated just after the isothermal process. 

Therefore, the crystallites in the material are those that grew during the isothermal 

crystallization. The melting behavior of the crystal, which is generated only during the 

isothermal crystallization, can be investigated. When the material which contains both 

the α and the γcrystals are used, two melting peaks are sometimes observed by 

differential scanning calorimetry  (DSC) (18). From the present result of the XRD, the 

lower peak in DSC may be identified as the melting of the γ crystal. 
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 The ratios of the γ to the α phases crystallized isothermally at various 

temperature are shown in Fig. 4. The amount of the γ phase increases with an 

increase in isothermal crystallization temperature. In previous work (16-18, 20), it was 

found that more material crystallizes into the γ phase at a lower cooling rate. These 

two results are closely consistent with each other. According to Mezghani and Phillips 

(20), the equilibrium melting temperature of the γ phase is slightly higher than that of 

the α phase in the case of IPP homopolymer. The γ phase is expected to be more 

stable at high temperature. Furthermore, Foresta et al. (18) suggested that there is a 

region in which the γ phase has a lower free energy than the α phase, and this 

region extends to lower temperatures with increasing comonomer content. Hence, the 

result that the γ phase is preferred at higher isothermal crystallization temperature can 

be easily expected from the thermodynamic consideration. However, for kinetic reasons, 

the formation of the γ phase may have some relationship with a fractionation during 

crystallization or a secondary crystallization mentioned below. It should be noticed that, 

the γ/α ratio shows a significant jump around 115ºC. The origin of this phenomenon 

cannot be understood based on present work. 

 

 Figure 5 shows the x-ray diffraction pattern at the final stage of the isothermal 

crystallization at 130ºC (a) and that after cooling from the isothermal temperature to 

room temperature (b), respectively. At the final stage of the isothermal crystallization, 

the change in the x-ray diffraction pattern had already stopped. The pattern in Fig.5 (a) 

is composed of the Bragg reflections of the α and the γ phase and the halo 

scattering arising from the amorphous region. After cooling, the halo scattering intensity 

(2θ=10-25º) decreases, and the Bragg intensities increase instead. This behavior is 

expected to be caused by the secondary crystallization, which accelerates during the 

cooling after the completion of the isothermal primary crystallization. It should be 
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noticed that all the Bragg peak intensities which belong to the γ phase increase. Only 

the peak intensity of the α130 did not change. That is, the γ  phase forms 

predominantly in the secondary crystallization.  

 

When IPP copolymer with low ethylene content is quenched from the melt, the 

dominant phase crystallized is the α phase, while, when it is quenched from the final 

stage of the isothermal crystallization, the preferred crystalline phase is the γ phase. 

The latter case is considered to be due to a fractionation during crystallization of the 

polymer. The material used here has a significant molecular weight distribution 

(Mw/Mn=4.1). During the primary crystallization in the isothermal process, the 

molecules with high molecular weight mainly crystallize, while the low molecular 

weight molecules still remain in the amorphous region due to their slow crystallization 

rate. In the secondary crystallization, the remaining low molecular weight portion 

crystallizes. For low molecular weight, the molecules tend to crystallize into the γ

phase rather than the α phase by nature (13,14). Especially, in the case of ethylene 

copolymer, the ethylene monomer may accumulate in the low-molecular weight portion. 

Therefore, the secondary crystallization increases the fraction of the γ phase.  

 

According to Kolb et al. (26), the secondary crystallization occurs within the 

spherulitic microstructure. Furthermore, they confirmed by microbeam XRD that the 

secondary crystallization was occurring during the growth of the spherulites, i. e. the 

primary and secondary crystallizations seem to proceed in different regions in the 

growing spherulite at the same time. From this point, the formation of the γ phase 

during the isothermal crystallization may be a result of the secondary crystallization of 

the low molecular weight fraction. At a high isothermal temperature, the slower growth 

rate of the crystal assists the fractionation; the γ crystals crystallized in the secondary 

crystallization may increase. Further investigation is be necessary toclarify the situation. 
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Figures 6 (a) and (b) show the x-ray diffraction pattern of the material prepared 

by quenching to room temperature from the melt and by cooling from the partial 

melting state, where the crystallites (α) still remains at a temperature just below the 

melting point (i in Fig. 1). It should be noticed that the α phase crystallizes during 

quenching from the melt (Fig.6 (a)), while in the case of cooling from the partial 

melting state, some amount of the γ phase appear (Fig. 6 (b)). In this case, primary 

nucleation is not necessary for crystallization, because the crystallites already existed in 

the material due to incompletion of the melting. The crystallization temperature is 

relatively higher than that in the case of cooling from the complete melt. In such a high 

temperature situation, only the high molecular weight portion is considered to 

crystallize predominantly, and the low molecular weight one cannot crystallize at such a 

high temperature even in the secondary crystallization process. Thus, the fractionation 

may be enhanced. As a result, the γ phase is expected to increase by cooling from the 

partial melting state. In this case, most of the γ crystals form in the lower temperature 

region during the cooling process. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 The crystallization behaviors of the IPP with low ethylene content were 

investigated by using XRD. In the isothermal crystallization, formation of the α and 

γ  crystals were observed. When the IPP material was heated to the melting 

temperature just after completion of the isothermal crystallization, the γ phase started 

melting at lower temperature. The γ crystal is suggested to be smaller than the α 

one. When the sample was cooled from the final stage of the isothermal crystallization, 

the γ phase increased during the cooling, where only the secondary crystallization 

was expected to proceed. The γ  crystal forms predominantly in the secondary 
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crystallization. This is due to the fractionation during the isothermal crystallization. The 

low molecular weight portion remains in the amorphous region in the spherulite in the 

primary crystallization, and they are suggested to crystallize into the γ phase by the 

secondary crystallization process. In the case of the cooling from the partial melting 

state, it was found that the fractionated crystallization is enhanced; the γ phase 

increases, although the dominant phase is α when the sample is cooled from the 

complete melt. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

 

FIGURE 1  

Typical sequence of the temperature control in a series of XRD. The sample 

was first heated to and held at 200ºC for 10 min (a). After cooling an isothermal 

temperature (Tc) at the rate of 10ºC/min (b), the time-resolved XRD patterns are 

collected during the isothermal process (c). After the completion of the isothermal 

crystallization, the sample was heated again; the melting behavior was observed (d). 

The sample was then cooled to room temperature at the rate of 10ºC/min after the 

completion of the isothermal crystallization; the result of a secondary crystallization 

was observed (e). The dotted line exhibits the sequence of the partial melting and 

crystallization process. After quenching of the melted sample (f, g) it was heated again 

to a temperature below the melting temperature (partial melting state, h and i), and the 

sample was cooled to room temperature again (j). 

 

FIGURE 2 

 Time-resolved XRD patterns during the isothermal crystallization at Tc=117ºC. 

The reflections around 2θ=18.3º and 19.8º correspond to 130 of the α and 117 of the 

γphase, respectively. The other peaks between 2θ=14-22º are superimposed ones of 

the reflections of the two phases. 

 

FIGURE 3 

 XRD patterns on heating just after the isothermal process at 117ºC. the γ117 

peak begins to decrease earlier than the α130. 

 

FIGURE 4 

 Ratios of the γ to the α  phases crystallized at various isothermal 
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temperatures. Since only the α130 and the γ117 are discrete reflections, the ratio of 

the intensities of the two peaks was taken as the ratio of the two phases. The correct 

ratio should be estimated by using the structure factors, however, that of the γ phase 

has not been described. The amount of the γ phase increases with an increase in the 

isothermal temperature. It should be noticed that, the γ/α ratio shows a significant 

jump around 115ºC. 

 

FIGURE 5 

 XRD pattern at the final stage of the isothermal crystallization at 130ºC (a), 

and after cooling to room temperature (b). The halo scattering arising from the 

amorphous region decreases and Bragg intensity of only the γ phase increases after 

cooling. 

 

FIGURE 6 

 XRD pattern of the material prepared by quenching from the melt (a) and that 

of the material prepared by cooling from the partial melting state (corresponding to the 

line h-j in Fig. 1) (b). In the former case, only the α phase usually is observed. After 

cooling from the partial melting state, the γ phase increases. 
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